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Abstract This article presents the performance comparison
of TDCS andOFDMbased cognitive radio forMIMO system
using VBLAST receiver architecture to reconstruct the
transmitted data. The interference avoidance performance in
terms of BER and bitrate are improved by adding multiple
antennas to the system and the use of V-BLAST technique at
the receiver. The results show the most promising interfer-
ence avoidance technique combined with MIMO V-BLAST
architecture to be applied in the CR system.
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1 Introduction

The scarcity of the spectrum resources for new wireless
services and the spectral measurement results that indicate
not all the time the spectrum is being used [1] have raised
the development of cognitive radio (CR) technique. A CR

device utilizes the spectrum efficiently by learning and
adapting its system to the environment condition [2].

A CR user is termed as a rental user (RU). An RU device
has the capability to scan the spectrum and identify the
region where the spectrum is occupied. A licensed user
(LU) has the access priority to the spectrum hence the
spectrum access by the RUs must not harm the LU’s
communications. This can be achieved by avoiding the
spectrum usage on the region occupied by the LUs.
Ortogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) with
carriers deactivation and windowing as interference avoid-
ance technique in CR system has been proposed in [3],
while in [4] adaptive bit loading is added to the OFDM
system to obtain the target rate intelligently while the BER
performance is kept preserved. Performance of adaptive bit
loading with 2x1-D Wiener filter channel estimation is
evaluated in [5]. In [6] single carrier method using Fourier
transform scheme with interference avoidance capability is
introduced. The method is called “transform domain
communication system” (TDCS).

This article shows the comparison between the two
techniques in terms of computational complexity, BER and
bitrate. Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) system with
vertical Bell Laboratories Layered Space–Time (V-BLAST)
architecture is added while research has shown that the
capacity with this technique in a rich scattering environ-
ment is high [7]. Adding MIMO to the system will increase
the spectral efficiency. OFDM is well known as a spectrally
efficient modulation mode which due to its overlapped
carriers spectrum but still orthogonal to each other, gives a
higher bit rate compared to the single carrier transmission.
As MIMO approach can fulfil the bit rate requirement for
single carrier modulation, the BER performances of single
carrier and multicarrier modulation need to be compared.
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This article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the TDCS architecture in transmitter and receiver including
its interference avoidance technique. OFDM scheme with
spectrum pooling as interference avoidance method is given
in Section 3. V-BLAST algorithm and the implementation
model in TDCS and OFDM scheme are described in
Section 4. Section 5 shows and compares the simulation
results of TDCS and OFDM using V-BLAST in Rayleigh
Fading channel model. The article is concluded in Section 6.

2 Transform domain communication system (TDCS)

The transmitter architecture of TDCS system is depicted in
Fig. 1. TDCS is a single carrier transmission where its
bandwidth can be divided into smaller subbands. In this
way it is easier to locate the part of the band occupied by
the LUs then not to put energy on that region. Information
regarding the spectrum occupancy of the licensed users are
distributed to each CR device. In our project the informa-
tion is transmitted through common control channel [8].
Upon receiving the information about the region of the
LU’s band, a vector map A=[A0, A1,.., Al,..., ANFFT-1] is
produced by Spectrum Magnitude where l defines the index
of subband. Zeros are placed on the subband indexes where
the LU’s band is located, and ones are placed on the other
subband indexes. Guard interval (GI) is added to combat
the multipath fading channel effect. Windowing can be
added in order to reduce the sidelobes of the transmitted
signal on the LU’s band. TDCS gives more degree of
freedom in choosing window to lower the sidelobes of its
spectrum. Unlike in OFDM, the spectrum of the window of
TDCS does not have to hit zero on the subband spacing
interval as long as its sidelobes are very low, e.g. half sine
window [9]. Inter subband interference will not degrade the
data detection at the receiver due to the robustness of
autocorrelation method. Windowing can be replaced by
deactivating more subbands adjacent to the LU’s band
(adding more zeros to the vector A’ at the sub-bands
adjacent to LU’s band) since it will not reduce the
transmission bit rate.

The impact of this zeros insertion can be described from
the power density spectrum (PDS) equation,
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where T is the useful signal duration, p(t) is the window
function, a is the roll off factor of the window, and θl is the
phase on subband l produced by the random phase module.
If p(t) is a rectangular window and α is zero, the area within
the integral can be replaced by Tsinc p f � flð ÞTð Þ. Zero
amplitude at the carrier l will make the PDS on that carrier
position becoming zero, and due to the orthogonality
among carriers the power contributions from the other
carriers are also zero. The time domain signal b(t) is
combined with the transmitted data d(t) using pulse
amplitude modulation (PAM) or cyclic code shift keying
(CCSK) scheme. In binary PAM the bits are mapped as the
binary signals are the negative of each other, while in
binary CCSK the binary signals are the cyclic shift by half
of the symbol period of each other. A symbol is represented
by NFFT samples, accordingly the bit rate of TDCS system
can be calculated as given in Eq. 2,

RTDCS ¼ log2 CS

T 0
s

; ð2Þ

where CS is the constellation size of modulation and TS' is
the TDCS symbol duration including GI duration. The
maximum CS that can be applied in CCSK is restricted by
the number of subband (NFFT). Unlike PAM, CCSK has
the tendency of lower probability of error as the CS
increases [10, 11], hence the optimum constellation size
for TDCS with CCSK modulation is equal to the number of
subbands (NFFT). Theoretically it will give a better bit error
rate (BER) performance and also a higher bitrate. The
outputs of the random phase modules at the transmitter and
at the receiver are the same. At the receiver the random
phases vector with the size of NFFT will be used for data
detection. A modification to the receiver block diagram
according to [12] has been made in our system. Channel
estimation module is added as depicted in Fig. 2 to remove
the effect of the fading. After the GI removal, the fading
effect is cancelled in frequency domain, after the FFT
module. The signal is transformed again into time domain by
IFFT, and after addition of GI the signal is decorrelated with
reference signal c(t). Decorrelation for symbol demapping is
simplified in [11] by choosing the maximum of absolute
value of inverse Fourier transform of the product of the
conjugate reference signal and received signal in frequency
domain.
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Fig. 1 Transmitter architecture of TDCS [5]
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3 Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
and spectrum pooling

In CR multi carrier OFDM based system interference
avoidance is accomplished by not transmitting data and
put zeros on the carriers on and adjacent to the occupied
LU’s band that makes the CR lose some resources to
transmit data. The OFDM based CR architecture is shown
in Fig. 3. The information about the occupied LU’s band is
provided by the spectrum magnitude module. In our AAF
project this information is derived from the common
control channel [8]. Unlike in TDCS system where
deactivating more subband adjacent to the LU’s band
doesn’t change the bit rate, in OFDM the bit rate will be
reduced. Windowing is applied to avoid more carriers to be
deactivated adjacent to LU’s band. According to [4]
applying window to reduce the sidelobes in the LU’s band
without affecting the CR’s transmitted data requires two
times OFDM symbol periods, and as the consequence the
bit rate is becoming about half of the conventional OFDM
transmission system. The bit rate of OFDM based CR
system with windowing becomes:

ROFDM ¼ %Bð Þ:NFFT: log2CS

2T 0
s

; ð3Þ

where (%B) is the percentage of the carriers used to
transmit data symbol. By comparing Eqs. 2 and 3 we get

that the OFDM based CR outperforms about (%B). NFFT /2
times bitrate compared to TDCS based CR with PAM
modulation. In the case of achieving of lowest BER as
possible, BPSK is the suitable modulation mode for
OFDM, while TDCS applies NFFT CCSK modulation.
Although the bitrate of TDCS will be improved, but still
the CR OFDM outperforms about (%B). NFFT/2log2(NFFT)
times bitrate. As the number of subband increases the
OFDM bitrate gain increases exponentially.

In [4] adaptive bit loading is added in order to attain
target rate by allocating the bits intelligently while the BER
is minimized. In this article the application of adaptive bit
loading to OFDM will not be considered in the simulations,
and it is assumed that the number of deactivated carriers is
sufficient enough to make the sidelobes of the spectrum
very low, hence the interference to LU is negligible.

4 V-BLAST architecture and algorithm

V-BLAST is one of the promising realization of multiple
input and multiple output (MIMO) system [7]. At each
symbol it detects the strongest layer of the transmitted
signal, cancels the effects of this strongest layer from each
of the received signals, then continue to detect the strongest
on the remaining layers, and so on. The MIMO transmitter
model for CR TDCS and OFDM based system are depicted
in Fig. 4. At the receiver side of either TDCS or OFDM, the
received signals on each receiver antenna are transformed
first into frequency domain. V-BLAST algorithms will

Fig. 4 MIMO transmitter architecture for CR a TDCS and b OFDM
based system
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reconstruct the transmitted signal by removing the fading
effect of the channel in frequency domain. The received
signals at each receiver antenna n with from each of the
transmit antenna m is:

Yn ¼
XM
m¼1

HnmXm þ hn; ð4Þ

or in matrix form the received signal vector is:

Y ¼ HXþ h; ð5Þ
where Y ¼ y1; y2; . . . yN½ � is the received signal vector, X ¼
x1; x2; . . . xM½ � is the transmitted signal vector, M is the
number of transmit antenna, N is the number of receive
antenna, ) ¼ h1; h2; . . . hN½ � is the noise vector and the
channel matrix H is described as Eq. 6 where Hmn is the
channel link between transmit antenna m and receive
antenna n [13].

H11 H12 � � � H1M

H21 Hnm � � � H2M

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

HN1 HN2 � � � HNM

2
6664

3
7775 ð6Þ

By assuming that the receiver has the information of the
channel matrix H, the V-BLAST algorithm is implemented
as follows [13]:

1. Build a Moore pseudo inverse matrix of H,

G ¼ Hþ ¼ H*H
� ��1

H*

2. Find the row of G where its Euclidean norm is the
smallest one,

k ¼ arg minj Gj

�� ��

and j is the column of matrix G. For the TDCS system
the sum is applied for NFFT samples since one
transmitted symbol is represented by NFFT samples.

3. Take the row k of G as the nulling vector w,

w ¼ Gð Þk

4. Obtain the strongest transmit signal,

rk ¼ w*y

for the TDCS system rk will be a vector of size NFFT.
5. The estimated value of the transmitted symbol bsk is

derived by PSK or QAM demapping of rk for OFDM
system while for TDCS the vector rk will be decorre-
lated by the reference signal.

6. After detection of the strongest transmitted signal, its
effect must be cancelled from the received signal vector
to reduce the detection complexity of the remaining
transmit signals, the symbol bsk is mapped again by PSK
or QAM mapping for OFDM while in TDCS bsk is
mapped into its frequency domain representation,

y ¼ y � Hð Þ*k Mapping bskð Þ

where here k is the column index. The k-th column of
channel matrix H is then zeroed for the purpose of
detection of the strongest transmitted signal on the next
layer. The algorithm returns to step 1 until transmitted
symbols on all layers are detected.

5 Simulation results

The channel model is based on statistical discrete time
model wide sense stationary uncorrelated scattering
(WSSUS) [14]. The simulation parameters are provided in
Table 1. The constellation size for OFDM is 2 since it gives
the best theoretical probability of error. According to [13]
and [14] the lowest theoretical probability of error of PAM
is achieved if constellation size of 2 is chosen, while in
CCSK the higher the constellation size the better is the

Table 1 Simulation parameters

Parameters Values

OFDM/TDCS parameters
Carrier frequency 5.5 GHz
Number of subcarriers 128
Carrier spacing 31.25 kHz
Guard interval duration 5.25 μs
Channel coding OFF
Channel parameters
Maximum channel delay 5 μs
Number of taps 6
Distance between taps 1 μs
Number of paths 12
Power decay between taps 1 dB
Vehicular speed 100 km/h
Fading model Rayleigh Fading

Table 2 Bit rate comparison

NTx RTDCS (kbps) ROFDM (Mbps)

2 PAM 128 CCSK

1 26.8 187.6 2.362
2 53.6 375.2 4.724
3 80.4 562.8 7.086
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probability of error. In this article 2 PAM and 128 CCSK
modulation modes are considered for TDCS simulations.
Constellation size of 128 is chosen due to the restriction of
number of subbands (subcarriers) in OFDM to be compared
with TDCS. It is assumed that the channel transfer function
(CTF) for all the links between transmit and receive
antennas are perfectly known at the receiver and the
synchronization is to be perfect.

According to simulation parameters in Table 1 the fully
loaded signal bandwidth is 4 MHz. The channel delay
spread is 1.6282 μs which makes the channel coherence
bandwidth is about 123 kHz when the envelope correlation
function is more than 50%. The 31.25 kHz subcarrier
spacing makes sure that each subband (carrier) experiences
flat fading. LU’s band is located in the middle of the RU’s
band, occupying 26 carriers which is equal to bandwidth of
812.5 kHz. Since in this article the effect of windowing will
not be explored, the number of deactivated subband is
chosen to be 40 (1.25 MHz) so that the sidelobes to the
LU’s band and also interference from LUs to RU are
negligible. Due to so many deactivated carriers, it is not
necessary to transmit an OFDM symbol with period of two
times the useful symbol duration. The bandwidth used by
the CR system is 68.75% of fully loaded bandwidth. The
bit rates of CR TDCS based with 2 PAM and 128 CCSK,
and OFDM with BPSK symbol with different number of
transmit antennas are given in Table 2.

The table is derived from the same frequency selectivity
resolution of TDCS and OFDM (same subband spacing).
The total power for single input single output (SISO)
system and MIMO system are equal. The total power for
the MIMO system is divided equally among the number of
the transmit antennas. Data transmitted from one transmit
antenna are different from other transmit antennas (Figs. 5
and 6).

Figures 7 and 8 show that CR with OFDM consistently
outperforms the CR with TDCS architecture by more than
5–6 dB signal to noise ratio (SNR) per bit gain either for
single transmit and receive antenna or MIMO system with
balanced design of transmit and receive antennas. BER

Fig. 5 MIMO receiver architecture for CR TDCS and OFDM based
system

Fig. 6 MIMO channel model
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Fig. 7 BER vs SNR (decibels) performance of CR TDCS with PAM,
and OFDM based with BPSK, in MIMO V-BLAST architecture with
balanced antenna design
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degradation as the number of transmit antenna increases
with balanced design of transmit and receive antennas is
compensated by the increase of the bit rate. These figures
also denote that in MIMO with balanced antenna design the
TDCS with PAM outperforms the TDCS with CCSK. In
SISO system TDCS with PAM requires less than 10 dB
SNR per bit to obtain BER 0.1 while TDCS with CCSK
requires more than 10 dB SNR.

Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12 show how the BER of TDCS
based CR improves its performance even outperforms the
OFDM based as the number of receive antenna and SNR
are increased. The SNR gain of TDCS achieved is more
significant compared to OFDM system as the number of
receive antennas increases while the number of transmit

antennas remains. This gain is obtained particularly for
CCSK modulation. Different with balanced antenna design
as the number of receive antenna increases, at high SNR
TDCS with CCSK outperforms the TDCS with PAM.

In OFDM system adding 1 more receive antenna from a
balanced design 1×1, 2×2, or 3×3 will gain about 6 dB
SNR, while adding two receive antenna from the balanced
design will gain about 9 dB. Take examples at BER 0.1,
OFDM with 1×1, 2×2 and 3×3 antennas require 2, 6 and
8 dB SNR while for 1×2, 2×3 and 3×4 antennas require
less than zero, 0 and 2 dB SNR. Figures 11 and 12 show at
BER 0.01 OFDM with MIMO 2×2 requires 14 dB SNR,
MIMO 2×3 requires 8 dB SNR while MIMO 2×4 requires
5 dB SNR. The BER vs SNR graph shows the tendency
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that the SNR gain increment is decreasing as more receive
antennas are added.

In terms of complexity TDCS with CCSK requires more
computation. In order to reconstruct 1 transmitted data
symbol NFFT×NFFT multiplication between the received
signals and the shifted reference signals are required, while
TDCS with M PAM requires M×NFFT multiplication
between the received signals and reference signals. OFDM
requires M Euclidean distance calculation to reconstruct
one transmitted symbol. In TDCS the reconstructed data
decision is based on the highest correlation value, while
OFDM is based on the smallest Euclidean distance.

By comparing the SNR gain of the MIMO V-BLAST
with unbalanced antenna design obtained, with the 5 dB
gain of adding adaptive bit loading subcarrierwise with
Fischer algorithm to OFDM based CR SISO system in [4],
we can conclude that applying MIMO 1×2, 2×3 or 3×4 is
preferred. Not only better SNR gain performance, the
schemes also increase data rate (for MIMO 2×3 and 3×
4). The trade off is the complexity of iterative algorithm on
deciding the allocation bit to each subcarrier based on the
SNR per carrier and channel fading per carrier for the
OFDM CR SISO with adaptive bit loading, while in MIMO
the channel fading on each link between transmit and
receive antennas have to be estimated (more pilots
required). Another disadvantage of applying adaptive bit
loading is that the receiver requires side information about
modulation size on each carrier. This information is
transmitted in signaling symbols which reduces the data
rate.

6 Conclusions

Single carrier with TDCS and multi carrier OFDM
transmission with interference avoidance capability for
Cognitive Radio system have been evaluated. Although
TDCS gives larger degree of freedom in shaping its pulse
without reducing its bitrate, still in SISO and MIMO with
balanced number of antenna, multi carrier OFDM with
interference avoidance capability is the preferred method in
terms of higher bit rate, more than 5–6 dB SNR gain, and
less complexity comparing to TDCS.

Problem in losing resources due to many carriers to be
deactivated can be counteracted by applying multiple
antenna on the transmitter. Further SNR gain can be
achieved by having more antenna on the receiver than in
the transmitter. TDCS with CCSK is an interesting
alternative to be applied in CR system since the BER
performance at high SNR can be improved tremendously as
the number of receive antenna is increased while the
number of transmit antenna is kept fixed. TDCS BER

performance at large SNRs even outperforms multicarrier
OFDM in the case when more receive than transmit
antennas are used.

MIMO OFDM with higher number of receive antennas
compared to transmit antennas is considered to be more
interesting to be applied in the CR system compared to the
application of adaptive bit loading and windowing to
OFDM, as with this type of MIMO the SNR gain is higher,
the bitrate can be increased and complexity of bit allocation
and bit rate loss due to the increased symbol duration and
signaling symbol requirement can be avoided. As the trade
off the MIMO OFDM system has to estimate the channel
transfer function on each antenna link which requires more
pilots.
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